ABSTRACT
Expressed sequence tags (ESTs) (Adams et al., 1993) have proved to be an extremely valuable resource for high-throughput gene discovery. As the sequence of the human genome approaches completion it is becoming apparent that identification of genes can only be made with confidence by mapping ESTs and full-length mRNA sequences onto the genomic sequence (Lander et al., 2001; Venter et al., 2001) . This brings renewed importance to the acquisition of large sets of EST sequences (Camargo et al., 2001 ) obtained from mRNA extracted from different tissues and at different stages of the cell life cycle, in order to cover the complete transcriptome of an organism. Large-scale EST sequencing projects are usually carried out by consortia of laboratories, implying a need for bioinformatics tools to facilitate uniform data processing, data exchange among labs and to store project data at a centralized site. ESTWeb is a software package designed for this purpose.
EST PROCESSING, STORAGE AND REPORTS
The user uploads a zipfile containing typically 96 chromatograms generated in an automated DNA-sequencer * To whom correspondence should be addressed. and originated from a single library. Reads are base-called with phred (Ewing et al., 1998) and cloning vectors and adaptors (or primers) are identified with cross-match (http://www.phrap.org/). A graphical report is generated ( Fig. 1 ). Segments not identified as vectors or primers, having at least 75 bases within a window of 100 bases with phred quality higher than a specified threshold are considered candidate cDNA inserts. Low-quality ends are trimmed by using the same 100-bases searching window together with an algorithm that anchors the accepted cDNA ends to primers if they are present within the sequence (see Supplementary information). The EST processing pipeline allows for two chimeric clones within one single read to be correctly handled and split, if they include either a stretch of poly-A sequence, a primer or an adaptor between the two chimeric inserts (Fig. 1a) .
Sequences are then compared, with BLASTN (Altschul et al., 1990) , to a pre-categorized, project-specific database. Matching sequences are indicated in the graphical report as gray bars (Fig. 1) . Each EST sequence along with all annotations is stored in the relational database. An e-mail with redundancy statistics and graphical quality reports is generated and is sent to the user. A schematic overview of ESTWeb dataflow is provided as supplementary information. A project progress report web page with cumulative sequence acquisition statistics is updated every day. The outputs of ESTWeb are trimmed and screened EST sequences. In a gene index project, these sequences must be further assembled into contigs and annotated for possible function. These tasks are not covered by the current version of ESTWeb.
ESTWeb database is designed to store a comprehensive set of information related to cDNA generation, such as mRNA sources and isolation protocols, primers used in reverse transcription reactions (Adams et al., 1993) and in low-stringency RT-PCR (Dias-Neto et al., 2000) , PCR protocols and cloning vectors used in the project. With the above information, the database provides a link between the sequence and the physical clone. These clones can be used in many downstream applications such as cDNA 
IMPLEMENTATION
ESTWeb runs on Unix machines with Apache-CGI-Perl environment and uses PostgreSQL database server. In order to prevent server crashes, the EST processing program is not immediately started from the web script, but is instead put in an execution queue that limits the number of programs running simultaneously. This queue is managed by GNU Queue program and makes ESTWeb extremely stable even on average size PC computers.
APPLICATIONS
ESTWeb was developed in our laboratory for 'The Schistosoma mansoni EST Genome Project' which involves a network of nine laboratories in the State of São Paulo (http://bioinfo.iq.usp.br/schisto/). It runs on a Linux system installed on a 933 MHz Pentium-III with 512 MB RAM and 70 GB disk. Subsequently, ESTWeb was put into the present general format and is being used in another sequencing project in the laboratory of Dr. Suely L. Gomes (from our Department) that is generating ESTs from the fungus Blastocladiella emersonii.
